Occupation Ad hoc Report Job Aid

Copy the SQL code below to the Ad hoc Report field in WorkInTexas.com. In this example, the highlighted code is for Customer Service Representatives. Unless you’re looking for Customer Service Representatives, you need to change the code!

Find the current WIT occupation codes online: Click Here

Change the occupation codes in the last lines (highlighted below) to the desired WIT Occupation Code (eight digits).

SELECT DISTINCT
replace(A. APLC_ID, ',', ' ') as WIT_ID,
replace(A. FRST_NM, ',', ' ') as FIRST_NAME,
replace(A. LAST_NM, ',', ' ') as LAST_NAME,
A.PH_NBR_ID,
A.EMAIL_AD,
replace(A. CITY_AD, ',', ' ') as CITY_AD,
A.ZIP_AD,
A.OFFC_ID,
C.EDUC_LVL_CD,
C.OCCUPN_CD,
C.EXPRNC_MO_QY
FROM EMRP.VAPLC_GROUP_RPT A INNER JOIN EMRP.VSERVICE_RPT B ON A.APLC_ID = B.LBR_ENTY_ID
INNER JOIN EMRP.VAPLC_MTCH_RPT C ON B.LBR_ENTY_ID = C.APLC_ID
WHERE A.LWDA_ID = 28
AND A.ACTV_STS_CD = 'A'
AND C.OCCUPN_CD = '43-4051.00' WITH UR

Use Link above

Change to the desired Occupation Code